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Abstract 

 

Businesses today use enormous resources to search for Intellectual Capital (IC) that can value their Business Model Innovation. 

However business often focus the search for IC in their nearest  Business Model Ecosystem and do often not “see” and “sense” valuable IC 
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in BM ecosystems that are not or only peripheral related. Thereby many business rely their business model innovation on the same “pool” 

of IC – preventing them to release different IC that could eventually give valuable advantage to their business.  

Some research indicate that it is a good idea to search for IC in different BM Ecosystems – however there is a lack of  research on Why 

this does not take place more and - How to release and relate to Intellectual Capital (IC)  in BM Ecosystems that are different to those  that 

the business is already operating in? The paper shows 3 case examples on how 3 different business relates to IC in different BM 

Ecosystems and value their business model innovation. The paper address the potential and challenges to release IC from different 

Business Model Ecosystems. 

  

Design/methodology/approach 

  

The paper provides case studies of IC exchange between different BM ecosystems. It shows a map of different business model 

ecosystems and maps the challenges to releasing IC.. The research methology was chosen as to be an action research approach and was 

carried out from 2010 to 2014. The findings shows characteristic of different BM Eco systems related to the multi business model approach 

(Lindgren & Horn Rasmussen, 2013). Mapping our findings in a BM ecosystem perspective and the BM relation axiom enabled us to get a 

first picture of - What is the business BM relations to IC in different BM ecosystems? The mapping enabled us and the business to “see” 

and “sense” potentials but also challenges to release valuable IC to Business Model Innovation (BMI) from different BM Ecosystems? 

 

Originality/value  
The paper illustrates how business by using IC from different BM Ecosystems potentially can improve their BMI results and the 

sustainability of their BMs.  The research reveals that Business mainly focusing and releasing IC internal or from their nearest BM 

ecosystem prevents themselves from valuable BMI.  

 

Practical implications Business struggle with releasing valuable IC from their business BM´s. The research shows that they potentially 

could get value able IC from different BM ecosystems that are outside their BM Ecosystem. This is however a challenge to many 

businesses when they cannot “see” and “sense” the IC in different BM ecosystems. They hereby miss the opportunity to adapt important IC 

to develop their business and escape “red ocean” business model ecosystems (Chan and Mahoughne 2008, Markides 2008). One 

consequence of this is that the practice of multi business model innovation and releasing intellectual capital (IC) becomes more difficult 

and complex to carry out than necessary.  

 

Paper type – Academic Research Paper  

 

Keywords.: BM Eco systems, Intellectual capital, Relations, Multi Business Models, , , relationship axiom  

 

1. Introduction 
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Business Model Ecosystems (BME) and Intellectual Capital (IC) have not had substantial attention by academics and practitioners. BM 

ECO systems have however been the subject of a growing research interest in our research center “Multi Business Model Innovation and 

Technology ” (MBIT) because we found that there is very little knowledge about how BM Eco systems are constructed and function 

together but there is much knowledge of Business models (Zott 2010,Fielt 2011, Teece 2011, Lindgren 2013).  

IC practice and the release of IC between BM Eco systems and how to release IC both directly and/or indirectly between BM Ecosystems 

have not been a special focus of BM research. Further there is little knowledge of what are the barriers to release IC between BM 

Ecosystems and why this valuable IC is not released.   

Before commencing the study we have to acknowledge firstly that there until now is  no accepted language for BM ECO system´s that 

would allow us as researchers to examine BM Ecosystems. We therefore have to build such language and propose a language for BM 

Ecosystems  - to approach a preliminary study of BM Eco system and their exchange of IC. The paper therefore commence with studying 

present knowledge on the definition of what a ecosystem and later a BM eco system is. Then the paper continue to give a first attempt to 

how could a BM Ecosystem be defined and finally present different case studies of BM Eco systems on behalf of this framework.   

In this context we build upon a comprehensive review of academic literature on eco systems and ecosystem frameworks, where we 

attempted and explored the origin of the term ecosystems. This literature basis we relate to our Multi Business Model framework (Lindgren 

2013). The broad and multifaceted litterature review reveals us with several insights, and enables us further to develop our BM Eco system 

definition and answering later the overall research question – What are the barriers to release IC between Bm Ecosystems.  

2 Research question 

For managers of business our previous research shows that the discovering of their business different BM´s relations in the Business 

(Lindgren 2011) seems to inherent revelatory information and unreleased IC. The basic according to our research is firstly to let the 

business “see” their  “AS – IS BM´s” relations and then start “seeing” and “sensing” BMI relations potential to the business. Therefore it is 

interesting to address the following questions  

How can a BM ecosystem be defined? 

What are BM ecosystems relations to IC? 

What are the barriers to release IC between BM eco systems? 

How can business release IC between BM Eco systems?  

3. Empiric illustrations and data analysis 

We have chosen to illustrate from different research project where the majority of the projects are further elaborated in the “sister-paper” 

to this paper (Horn Rasmussen et.al. 2014). Consequently, we have been going from theory to the different case in order to identify 

potential links which makes sense. Such methodology doesn’t verify any theory. However, the indications tell us that we might have some 

results which give meaning for the search for a research program in the Lakatos sense. We are aware of our verifying focused methodology 
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must go close in hand with the proposed ontology and we are aware of a need to try to “shot our hypothesizes down”. However, this is not 

part of the mission of the paper. 

 

4.  Defining a BM Eco system 

 

When studying literature on Ecosystems and Business Ecosystems many researchers take their point of entry from a bio ecological 

perspective. We commence our study from this point of entry and try to draw an analogy and comparison to the term BM Eco system.  

 

The term "ecosystem" was introduced by Arthur Roy Clapham in early 1930s and became more widely known via the works of Arthur 

Tansley, a British ecologist(Tansley 1934). Tanslev devised the concept to draw attention to the importance of transfers of materials 

between organisms and their environment. He later refined the term, describing it as "The whole system…”including not only the 

organism-complex, but also the whole complex of physical factors forming what was called “the environment". Tansley regarded 

ecosystems not simply as natural units, but as mental isolates. Tansley later defined the spatial extent of ecosystems using the term ecotope. 

 

The term “Business Ecosystem” was introduced by Moore (Moore 1993) in his Harvard Business Review article, titled "Predators and 

Prey: A New Ecology of Competition". Moore defined "business ecosystem" as: 

 

“An economic community supported by a foundation of interacting organizations and individuals—the organisms of the business world. 

The economic community produces goods and services of value to customers, who are themselves members of the ecosystem. The member 

organisms also include suppliers, lead producers, competitors, and other stakeholders. Over time, they coevolve their capabilities and 

roles, and tend to align themselves with the directions set by one or more central companies. Those companies holding leadership roles 

may change over time, but the function of ecosystem leader is valued by the community because it enables members to move toward shared 

visions to align their investments, and to find mutually supportive roles.” 

 

Moore used several ecological metaphors, suggesting that the business could be regarded as  embedded in a (business) environment, that 

it needs to coevolve with other businesses, and that “the particular niche a business occupies is challenged by newly arriving “entrants” ” 

(Porter 1985). This meant that businesses need to become proactive in developing mutually beneficial ("symbiotic") relationships with 

customers, suppliers, and even competitors.  

 

DeLong (Delong 2000) defined business ecology as “a more productive set of processes for developing and commercializing new 

technologies” that is characterized by the “rapid prototyping, short product-development cycles, early test marketing, options-based 

compensation, venture funding, early corporate independence”.  
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G. Evelyn Hutchinson combined Charles Elton's ideas about trophic ecology with those of Russian geochemist Vladimir Vernadsky to 

suggest that mineral nutrient availability in a lake limited algal production which would, in turn, limit the abundance of animals that feed 

on algae. Raymond Lindeman took these ideas one step further to suggest that the flow of energy through a lake was the primary driver of 

the ecosystem. Howard T. Odum and Eugene P. Odum, further developed a "systems approach" to the study of ecosystems, allowing them 

to study the flow of energy and material through ecological systems. (Odum 1953). 

 

We suggest that competences – which includes IC in a BM - availability in a BM Ecosystem limit BM Innovation (BMI), which would, 

in turn, limit the abundance of businesses and thereby BM´s that feed on competences. The flow of value from e.g. IC through a BM Eco 

system  is one  driver of a  BM Ecosystem. Values from IC flow not just internal through relations internal BM´s - but also between BM´s 

internal the business and BM ecosystem – the relationship axiom (Lindgren 2013). Then BM ecosystems are related to values also between 

BM Eco systems.  Fundamentally value and thereby IC value from IC cannot flow without a relation. The study of value flow between BM 

Eco systems becomes hereby interesting to answer our research question. However to do the study a deeper understanding of a BM 

ecosystem, its relations and its BM´s relations is fundamental. 

  

An ecosystem is regarded as a community of living organisms (plants, animals and microbes) in conjunction with the non living 

components of their environment (things like air, water and mineral soil), interacting as a system. A BM Ecosystem is proposed as a 

“community of businesses” offering “AS IS BM” and proposing “TO BE BM” in conjunction with their BM environment.    

 

These biotic and abiotic components of an ecosystem were regarded as linked together through nutrient cycles and energy flows. As 

ecosystems are defined by the network of interactions among organisms, and between organisms and their environment, they were said to 

be of any size but usually encompass specific, limited spaces (Chapin 2002, Schultze 2005) although some scientists say that the entire 

planet is an ecosystem).(Willis 1997, Schultze 2005, Krebs 2009). The biotic and abiotic components of a BM Ecosystem are proposed as 

linked together through value cycles and BMI flows.    

 

Energy, water, nitrogen and soil minerals are  essential abiotic components of an ecosystem. Competences (Technology, Human 

resource, organisational systems and culture) (Lindgren 2010) are essential dimensions of a BM Ecosystem. Competence of a BM 

Ecosystem that are valued, can be found and developed makes the BM Ecosystem attractive to relate toby other BM Ecosystems – and 

hereby the amount of competences can grow – but also diminish related to the values content. 

     

The energy that flows through ecosystems is obtained primarily from the sun – regarded maybe as another Ecosystem outside the 

ecosystem of the earth – maybe include in the Ecosystem  – depending on the viewpoint and context of the ecosystem. Value that flows 

through BM Ecosystems is obtained from other BM´s inside the BM Eco systems – sometimes from BM´s in different BM ecosystems 

outside the BM Ecosystem. 
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Energy - from the sun - generally enters the system through photosynthesis, a process that receive, creates, captures, and consume 

carbon from the atmosphere. Value– from another BM Ecosystem – must generally enter the BM Ecosystem through a value innovation 

process – A Business Model Innovation process. A BMI proces that create, captures, delivers and consume received value when optimum 

inrich the competences in BM´s in the BM Ecosystem.. However if the value and herunder IC outside the BM Ecosystem cannot relate to a  

BM Ecosystem or the BM Ecosystem cannot relate to other BM Ecosystem then the BMI process cannot and will not take place. Further if 

the BMI process in the BM Ecosystem does not fit to the offered value then the BMI process cannot or will neither take place. Essentially 

values form one BM Ecosystem must give meaning to another BM Ecosystem, it must give value and it must be able to transfer via 

established relations.  

    

By feeding on plants and on one another, animals and humans play an important role in the movement of matter and energy through 

ecosystems. By feeing on BM´s and on one another, competences play an extremely important role in the movement and innovation of 

value and hereby IC through BM Ecosystems and between BM Ecosystems.  

In Ecosystems animals and humans influence the quantity of plant and microbial biomass present. By breaking down dead organic 

matter, decomposers release carbon back to the atmosphere and facilitate nutrient cycling by converting nutrients stored in dead biomass 

back to a form that can be readily used by plants and other microbes. (Chapin 2002) - abiotic components. Competence influence the 

quantity and quality of BM´s present. By breaking down dead or old BM´s other BM´s can release value from e.g. IC back to the BM 

ecosystem and facilitate new value innovation and development of competence cycling by converting competences stored in old or dead 

BM´s to a form that can be used by other BM´s and other BM Ecosystems.     

 

Ecosystems are often considered as controlled both by external and internal factors. External factors such as climate, the parent material 

which forms the soil and topography, control the overall structure of an ecosystem and the way things work within it, but are not 

themselves influenced by the ecosystem( Chapin 2002). BM Ecosystems are also considered controlled by external and internal factors 

(Porter 1985) 

Other external factors can include time and potential biota from other Ecosystems. Ecosystems are however dynamic entities—

invariably, they are subject to periodic disturbances and are in the process of recovering from some past disturbance( Chapin 2002). BM 

Ecosystems are also dynamic entities, and they are also subject to periodic disturbance – oil BM Ecosystem, solar Energy BM Ecosystem. 

 

Ecosystems in similar environments that are located in different parts of the world can have very different characteristics simply because 

they contain different species (Chapin 2002). Equivalent similar BM Ecosystems in different parts of the world have different 

characteristics s can be seen in the wind energy BM ecosystem in EU, China, US and South America. 

 

The introduction of non-native species can cause substantial shifts in a  ecosystems function. Introduction of new entrants (Porter 1985) 

or radical new BM´s (Christensen 2005) to a BM Ecosystem can also cause substantial shifts in the BM Ecosystems function (Ryanair 

introduction to flight industry, Led Light in buble light industry). Evolvement of non-native BM´s in new BM Ecosystem´s can simply 
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disrupt existing BM Ecosystem because they take value away from some BM Ecosystem and even change or destroy the control system of 

old BM Ecosystems (Itunes, Amazone, Facebbook, Ikea, Schale gas and Oil).    

Internal factors not only control ecosystem processes but are also controlled by them and are often subject to feedback loops (Chapin 

2002). BM Ecosystems processes are also controlled by internal factors which effects the BM Ecosystems value and IC exchange processes 

– and hereby BMI. Summing up on the fundamentals to IC release between BM Ecosystems gives the following list.  

 

 

Value offered from different BM Ecosystem must give meaning to the other BM Ecosystem.  

Relations between BM, Business and BM Ecosystems must be established 

There are competences in one BM Ecosystems BM´s that are attractive to another BM Ecosystem  

One BM Ecosystems wants, need or demand exchange of value and IC from  different BM Ecosystem 

BM Ecosystem control processes enables relations and are willing to enable relation to be established 

BM Competence are free – not restricted or prevent to exchange to other BM Ecosystem 

BMI competences are available in BM Ecosystem 

 

   Table 1. Fundamentals to value and IC release between BM Ecosystems.  

 

While the resource inputs are often said to be generally controlled by external processes like climate and parent material in an 

ecosystem, the availability of these resources within the ecosystem is often controlled by internal factors like decomposition, root 

competition or shading. Other internal factors include disturbance, succession and the types of species present. Although humans exist and 

operate within ecosystems, their cumulative effects are large enough to influence external factors like climate (Chapin 2002). The value 

inputs and competence development to a BM Ecosystem can also be regarded as controlled by external processes like government and 

society – but maybe more important mentally by the participants in the BM Ecosystem – the BM´s. However the availability generally of 

BM´s competences – tangible or intangible – within the BM Ecosystem is often controlled by internal factors like competition, rivalry, 

entry and exit barriers (Porter 1985), patents and degree of openness (Chesbrough 2008), ownership and ownership rules, trust, culture, 

motives (Child and Faulkner 1998). Although competence exist and operate within BM Ecosystems, and we as researchers can see that the 

cumulative effect are large in specific BM Ecosystems and even between BM Ecosystems – this often is not enough to release value and IC 

due to both internal and external factors.      

 

Biodiversity affects ecosystem function, as do the processes of disturbance and succession. Ecosystems provide a variety of value 

propositions upon which animals, people and things depend.  Multi dimensionality and difference (Saghaug 2010) of BM´s, Business and 

BM Ecosystems can also affect BM Ecosystems functions and ability to do BMI. Processes of disturbance and change of succession in 

BM´s dimensional construction, businesses and BM Ecosystems can provide a variety of new vital value propositions upon which BM, 

business and BME can evolve and survive. Classifying ecosystems into ecologically homogeneous units has until now be considered as an 
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important step towards effective ecosystem management, but there is no single, agreed-upon way to do this. However the practise within 

classification, clustering and even society support of BM Ecosystems has previous been the same – dividing BME into clusters, industry 

sectors, innovation networks (FI 2013). Hereby controlling and supporting BM Ecosystem to be separated and preventing them to relate, 

“see”, “sense” each other – and exchange valuable IC.    

 

An ecosystem consists in a biological term ((Willis 1997, Schultze 2005, Krebs 2009) as a biological community that can occurs in 

some locale, physical and/or chemical factors that make up its non-living or abiotic environment. There are many examples of ecosystems -

- a pond, a forest, an estuary, a grassland. The boundaries are not fixed in any objective way, although sometimes they seem obvious, as 

with the shoreline of a small pond. Usually the boundaries of an ecosystem are chosen for practical reasons having to do with the goals of 

the particular study. The same can be stated related to BME´s – where again there is often no natural boundaries – but just mental 

boundaries.  

 

The study of ecosystems mainly consists of the study of certain processes that link the living, or biotic, components to the non-living, or 

abiotic, components intern a ecosystem. This is also the case with BM Ecosystem´s however the majority of work have been on business 

and BM Ecosystem level – not between BM eco systems and internal BM´s. 

   

Energy transformations and biogeochemical cycling are the main processes that comprise the field of ecosystem ecology. Value 

transformationis the main processes that comprise the field of BM system ecology. Ecology generally is defined as the interactions of 

organisms with one another and with the environment in which they occur. BM ecology is defined as the value interactions of organisms 

and things with one another and with the BM Eco system in which they operate “AS IS” BM´s and wants to operate – “TO BE BM´s”. We 

can study ecology at the level of the individual, the population, the community, and the ecosystem. We argue that we can also study BM 

ecosystems at the level of BM component, BM dimension, BM, BM portfolio, Business and BM Eco system level.  

 

Studies of individuals are concerned mostly about physiology, reproduction, development or behavior, and studies of populations 

usually focus on the habitat and resource needs of individual species, their group behaviors, population growth, and what limits their 

abundance or causes extinction. Studies of communities examine how populations of many species interact with one another, such as 

predators and their prey, or competitors that share common needs or resources. Studies of BM´s have until now concerned mostly about 

BM construction (Osterwalder 2010, Zott 2011, Teece 2012), Business Model innovation (Chesbrough 2008, Zott 2010, Zott 2011, 

Osterwalder 2010, Taran 2011. There is a major lack of studies on the habitat and competence needs of individual BM´s, BM´s group 

behaviors, BM Eco Systems growth and decline, and what limits their abundance or causes extinction. Studies of BM Ecosystems examine 

how populations of how many BM´s – BM Eco sytems - interact with one another, such as predators and their prey, or competitors that 

share common needs or IC is still lacking. 
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In ecosystem ecology all of the above mentioned are put together and tried to be understood to find out how eco systems operates as a 

whole. Until now BM Ecosystem ecology have been put together and tried to be understood mainly as from a business theorem perspective 

and how the BM ecosystem operates as a whole in an industry (Porter 1985), sector (or cluster perspective examines a region's industry 

clusters, economic infrastructure, market dynamics and policy climate.  A cluster is classical regarded as a group of businesses sharing 

resources, using similar technologies, and forming linkages and alliances. These linkages can take the form of buyer-supplier relationships, 

turnover and using same pole of employees, joint marketing, training, or research initiatives, associations, and lobbying. One of the unique 

features of cluster analysis is the focus on linkages between businesses, and on implications for shared strategies – often called "Co-

opetition" – in which businesses selectively compete in some respects (say, in output markets) yet cooperate in other respects (say joint 

training programs). 

  

This means - in an Ecosystem perspective - that, rather than worrying about particular species, researchers try to focus on major 

functional aspects of the ECO system. These functional aspects include such things as the amount of energy that is produced by 

photosynthesis, how energy or materials flow along the many steps in a food chain, or what controls the rate of decomposition of materials 

or the rate at which nutrients are recycled in the system. In an BM Ecosystem perspective – rather than worrying about particular BM´s we 

in this paper try to focus on major functional aspects of BM Ecosystems and the challenges and barriers to exchange of IC. We focus on the 

the amount and quality of BM´s that is created, captured, delivered, received and consumed in a BM Ecosystem. In this context how values 

and IC flow between BM Ecosystems or what controls the rate of decomposition of Values and IC between BM Ecosystems.     

   

From the above mention we can clarify and compare the parts of an ecosystem by listing them under the headings "abiotic" and "biotic" 

components.  Related to a BM Eco system w propose to do a first attempt of clarification by listing them under th headings of “values” and 

“Competences”.  

 

Ecosystem BM Ecosystem 

Abiotic components Biotic components 
Value dimension Competence 

dimension 

Sunlight Primary producers Products  Technologies 

Temperature Herbivores Services HR 

Precipitation Carnivores 
Processes Organizational 

Systems 

Water or moisture Omnivores Value Chain Culture 

Soil or water chemistry 

(e.g., P, NH4+) 
Detritivores 

Business Models  

etc. etc. etc. etc. 
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Table 2. Fundamentals to value and IC 

release between BM Ecosystems. 

All of these vary over space and time both for Ecosystems and for BM Ecosystems. By and large, this set of components and dimensions – 

BM Ecosystems environmental factors is important almost everywhere, in all ecosystems - in BM Ecosystems and Between BM 

Ecosystems. Energy enters the biological ECO system as light energy, or photons and is transformed into chemical energy in organic 

molecules by cellular processes including photosynthesis and respiration, and ultimately is converted to heat energy. This energy is 

dissipated, meaning it is lost to the system as heat; once it is lost it cannot be recycled.  Without the continued input of solar energy, 

biological systems would quickly shut down. Thus - the earth is an open system - with respect to energy. IC enters BM Ecosystems as 

values and creates valuable energy transformed into into “BMI energy” in BM components – attitudes created by attributes – which are the 

real drivers to any BMI processes. Without the continued input of value and IC BM´s, Business and BM Ecosystems would as in species in 

Ecosystems also quickly dye  and vanish Form the BM Ecosystem. 

Elements such as carbon, nitrogen, or phosphorus enter living organisms in a variety of ways. Plants obtain elements from the surrounding 

atmosphere, water, or soils. Animals may also obtain elements directly from the physical environment, but usually they obtain these mainly 

as a consequence of consuming other organisms. These materials are transformed biochemically within the bodies of organisms, but sooner 

or later, due to excretion or decomposition, they are returned to an inorganic state. Often bacteria complete this process, through the 

process called decomposition or mineralization.  

Values and IC also enter BM´s, Business and thereby BM ecosystems in a variety of ways – but always though relations. BM Ecosystems 

optains value and IC from surrounding  BME´s  and from BM´s inside the Ecosystem. BM Ecosystems can therefore grow from value and 

IC obtain from inside the BM Ecosystem or obtain from outside the BM Ecosystem. These values and IC are transformed in the BME 

within the BM´s, but equivalent – sooner or later - due to “excretion or decomposition” BM´s value and competence are also returned to an 

inactive state – dead BM´s  or “sleeping” values and IC. These dead BM can however on a later perspective turn out to be valuable – if they 

can be found and released – to BMI and new BM.     

During decomposition these materials are not destroyed or lost, so the earth is a closed system with respect to elements (with the exception 

of a meteorite entering the system now and then). The elements are cycled endlessly between their biotic and abiotic states within 

ecosystems. Those elements whose supply tends to limit biological activity are called nutrients.  

During decomposition the components of any BM´s have until now been considered as they could not be destroyed or lost. Any BM 

Ecosystem have been considered until late 2000és (Chesbrough 2008) also been considered as closed BM Ecosystems, howeverwith 

respect to new BM´s or BM dimensions (a disruptive BM (Christensen 2005) or a new Entrants (Porter 1985) entering the BM Ecosystem. 

The BM´s value and IC can therefore also be considered as cycling endlessly between BM´s in the BM Ecosystem.    
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 Ecossystems  BM Eco systems 

 Ecosystems are made up of abiotic (non-living, 

environmental) and biotic components, and these basic 

components are important to nearly all types of 

ecosystems.  Ecosystem Ecology looks at energy 

transformations and biogeochemical cycling within 

ecosystems. 

 BM Ecosystems are made up of “AS IS” and “TO BE” BM and dead BM´s and 

these basic BM areimportant to nearly all types of BM Ecosystems. BM 

Ecosystem studies looks at value and IC transformation and cyling within and 

between BM Ecosystems.    

 Energy is continually input into an ecosystem in the form 

of light energy, and some energy is lost with each transfer 

to a higher trophic level. Nutrients, on the other hand, are 

recycled within an ecosystem, and their supply normally 

limits biological activity.  So, "energy flows, elements 

cycle". 

 Value are continually input into a BM Ecosystem in the form of technology, 

HR, organizational systems and culture. Some value and IC are lost with each 

transfer because there is no relation, receiver, capturing BM or a BM that can 

consume the Value or hereunder the IC.  

 Energy is moved through an ecosystem via a food web, 

which is made up of interlocking food chains. Energy is 

first captured by photosynthesis (primary production). The 

amount of primary production determines the amount of 

energy available to higher trophic levels. 

 Value is moved though a BM Ecosystem via relations, which is made up of 

interlocking relations components. Value is created, captured, delivered, 

received and consumed by a BMI process consisting of primary and secondary 

functions (value chain functions) carried out by competence inside the BM or 

competences outside the BM.   

 Ecosystem function is controlled mainly by two processes, 

"top-down" and "bottom-up" controls. 

 BM Ecosystem function is controlled mainly by two processes, “top down” and 

“bottom up” controls.  

 

Table 3. Comparing Fundamentals of Ecosystems and BM Ecosystems.  
 

5. BM Eco system case research 

A BM ecosystem is context based related to topic, time, actor and viewer. The case shows different context and BM Ecosystems of the 

renewable energy market.  

 

5.1. Renewable Energy BM Eco system (RE) 

The market for renewable energy is rising all over Europe due to the vision “Re-thinking 2050” by the European Renewable Energy 

Council (EREC 2010). EREC launched a plan called “Re-thinking 2050” in April 2010, where the vision was to have a 100% renewable 

energy in 2050 for all the European countries. Professor Arthouros Zervos, president of EREC stated that “We do not inherit the Earth from 

our ancestors: We borrow it from our children”, and he further argued that the technology is ready for this changes, why is it more a choice 

of taking the right decisions for the future, then taking the easily road (Zervos 2010). 97 % of the electricity consumed shall come from 

high renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, biomass, geothermal etc. This high renewable energy sources should have 75 % of the 

gross finial energy consumption (Memo 2010). Hereby Zervos indicated that European energy challenges should be solved by different 

BM Ecosystems (Solar-, wind, Biomass, geothermal etc.) supply of Energy and each BM Ecosystem should do BMI to reach the vision. 

However Zervos do not mention release and exchange of IC between different BM Ecosystems. Therefore it often seems that the different 
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BM ecosystems in renewable energy market seems to focus on BMI and IC release within the BM Ecosystem and not between. Further it 

seems as the individual BM Ecosystems regard themselves as competitors to each other and together to fossil Energy BM Ecosystem. This 

could explain sometimes why BMI is not moving faster towards archiving the vision – simply because the individual BM Ecosystems do 

not exchange IC or maybe do not see valuable IC in each other BM Ecosystem.            

   

5.2. The Danish and global Wind Industry BM Ecosystem (DWI) 

Globally, the Danish Wind Energy BM Ecosystem is a part of the Global wind energy BM Ecosystem and holds a quarter of the total 

global turnover. In 2013 the Danish wind energy BM Ecosystem exports saw a minor drop to 48.7 billion DKK (6.5 billion EUR) 

compared to 52.3 billion DKK (7 billion EUR) in 2012. (DWI 2014) The global BM Ecosystem grew however by 35.3 GW to a cumulative 

capacity of 318 GW by the end of 2013. This development was driven by China and USA (28.7 percent and 19.2 percent of the total MW 

installed). BM related to the Danish Wind Energy BM Ecosystem  stand therefore at the forefront of new BM ECO System  reality where 

new and different IC is highly needed. New competing BM ecosystems enters the BM energy ecosystem, new business models turns up, 

new business model rules and regulations and new BM relationships points to a transition towards rethinking and innovating the existing 

practise of releasing intellectual capital in the Wind BM Ecosystem. For the purpose of this paper related to the Wind Energy BM 

Ecosystem the challenges is to create, capture, deliver, BM´s that continuesly are becoming greener.  In this transition, a great deal of BMI 

opportunities lie open for those business and societies businesses ready to fill and understand identified gaps through developing their own 

sustainable green BM´s  within the new BM Ecosystem  market reality of amongst other low-carbon and new BM  values.  

 

The European market is the largest  in the world when it comes to offshore turbines (Marcacci 2013). The Chinese market have had an 

upturn in 2013 (Wind 2014) because the Chinese government was giving a large subsidy to the wind turbines that are installed in China. 

(Berger) foresight that this BM Ecosystem called APAC market is reaching 1.5GW of new annual capacity additions worth €4.8 billion by 

2020. (Marcassi 2013). Berger further foresight Canada, America, and Mexico to be home of 500MW annual capacity additions reaching a 

total investment of €1.6 billion by 2020   
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This all means that the BM Eco system  for renewable energy based on Wind 

Energy is very attractive and many businesses are interested in getting a 

piece of the BM ecosystem, estimated to over 1470 billion euros in EU. 

However the wind BM ecosystem not only as we have seen above compete 

internal but also compete with other BM Ecosystems as solar, biomass, 

geothermal and other renewable energy sources. This also means that there is 

focus on BMI in the renewable BM Eco system, where different BM Eco 

systems are interrelated and competing each other to get the largest  piece of 

the renewable energy market. Accordingly in 2050 the estimates are 

that  Wind Energy BM Ecosystem will  dominated the EU market with 1552 

TWh. As second is Photovoltaic (PV) with 1347 TWh and then biomass 

with 496 TWh. The  estimates are further that for Wind Energy  BM 

ecosystem they will need to invest 6 billion euros over the next 10 years, 

which will mean releasing existing and new IC from different BM eco 

systems. This will lead the Wind Energy BM Ecosystem to contribute with up 

to 20 % of the EU electricity by 2020 and 33 % by 2030. As seen in figure  

 

Figure 1. LCoE 2012 European generation mix.  

 

2), todays wind turbines are not the most cost-effective energy source. The graph show the leveled cost of energy (LCoE) in the different 

BM Ecosystems in the BM Energy ECO system. Look at onshore turbines BM´s the cost is 6-8 euro-cent per kilowatt-hour (kWh) 

produced. Today (2013) the offshore turbine LCoE BM´s is 13 euro-cents per kWh. The offshore wind turbines BM´s are more expensive 

due to the large size and problem with logistics. Further is it costly to set offshore turbines in ever-deeper waters. Never the less does  

Berger (Berger 2014) states that: “The offshore wind businesses will become increasingly important in the years ahead”  

 
Because Wind energy comes in very unstable due to the wind the Wind Energy have found and interest to relate to other BM Ecosystems to find IC that can help 

and support in e.g. developing Energy Storage devices, convert electricity to other types of energy types – Gas, Hydrogen. Also reduction of subsidies to the BME 

Ecosystem have change the BME´s motivation and drive to find different IC. DWI and the Wind Energy BME have until now not been particularly interested in 

relating to different BME´s. However lately due to business and technology interest there has been more interest. These relations have primarily been establish from a 

bottom up perspective as different businesses in the BME have tried to relate to different BME´s to find valuable IC.   

 

5.3 AH Industries 

 

AH Industries is one business in the Danish Wind Mill BM Ecosystem and delivers products, consultancy services and site management 

to other Businesses BM´s in the Wind Mill BM Ecosystem.  One of AH Industries specialities is to machine metal in any size to parts for 
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the Wind Mill businesses as Siemens, Vestas, Suzlon and GE. The Wind Mill businesses Siemens, Vestas e.g.assemble BM´s from many 

suppliers and offers the Windmills to Energy Businesses as DONG, Watenfall e.g. AH Industries are competing other suppliers in the Wind 

Energy BM Ecosystems and have until lately primarily been focused on value and IC exchange inside this BM Ecosystem. However lately 

AH Industries began to enter other BM Ecosystems – e.g. Concrete BM Ecosystem, Hydro Power BM Ecosystem. This was done by 

acquisition of two businesses. 

AH´s interest to join different BME´s was primarily of economic interest and not as such about transferring knowledge and IC. 

Therefore the different Business Unit have until now operated separately and not related very much. AH control strategically relations 

between different BME´s and tries to have different Business Units and thereby BM`S to stick to their core Business. This often prevent 

them “to think and relate out of the box”. 

  

5.4. MCH (MCH) 

 

MCH is one of Scandinavians largest and most flexible amusement centers with over 900.000 visitors each year. MCH has 4 BM 

portfolios – The Fair center Herning, MCH Herning Congrescenter, MCH Arena and Jyske Bank BOXEN. MCH has the competence to 

provide meetings for 15 people, congres for 2.000 participants, football matches and arena for 11.000 spectators and fairs up to 50.000 

guests. MCH competence is to provide BM´s and BM Eco systems where amusements, business model exchange are core. Amusements 

can be a broad spectrum - rock, teater, musicals and big sportsevents. MCH host and set up more than 500 arrangements pr. year and is one 

market leader in setting up BM Ecosystem of amusement. MCH competence are professionel and serviceminded employess, topmodern 

facilities. Unique experience and facilitating people and technology to meet each other is MCH´s core competence.  

MCH set up every second year a Industri Fair – a BM Ecosystem – for the WindMill Industry and other Industries – other BM 

Ecosystems. The Industry Fair called HI – Fair – functions as a BM Ecosystem for 5 days. Many business with many different BM´s 

operates in the HI – BM Eosystem led by MCH. All BM´s present at and under the HI – BM Ecosystem negotiates with MCH to be able to 

offer their BM´s in the BM Ecosystem.  

Until now MCH have had very limit interest to relate to different BME but due to decline in some of MCH´s BME they have decided to 

opening up e.g. to University BME. 

 

6.  Discussion 

Ecosytems and BM Ecosystems seems to share much related to characteristics, structure and living. Maybe that is not that strange 

because BME are built on biological ecosystems – and therefore they are interrelated and share values and competences. However mentally 

we often regard BM, Business and BM Ecosystems mentally as something different to “a swarm of fish or flies”. Maybe we can learn 

much about BM Ecosystems via studying biological ecosystems – and maybe we have not paid attention enough to learn from these 

ecosystems that are related to other outputs than money and profit.  

The approach of our research was to use a proposed BM Ecosystem framework to “see” and “sense” challenges and barriers to IC 

exchange between different business model ecosystems.   
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In this process the business we “downloaded” information on BME´s  “AS IS” and “TO BE” BM´s existing and potential relations to 

BM´s and thereby IC in other BM Ecosystems. IC and potential relations to IC – which the Business in focus might not in their daily work 

be able to “see” and “sense” by themselves before mapping in the relation. Relations to IC that in their daily business operations were 

valuable could now be visible and measured. When all relations for each BM Eco System were mapped – which we found that were 

extremely time consuming – it showed “To BE” and “AS IS” BM relations to IC, which enabled the business potentially to understand 

better the challenges and barriers to IC exchange with different BM Ecosystems.   Firstly we discovered a large BM Eocsystem – the BM 

Ecosystem of renewable energy. In this BM ecosystem we discovered sub BM Ecosystems as Wind Energy, Solar, Biogas, Wawe energy 

BM Ecosystems. The BM Ecosystems  were mapped to each specific BM Ecosystem relations were observed and registered. However we 

did not get a full and detail picture of the relations – but we could discover that many relations which could turn out to be valuable relations 

to BMI were lacking or were not set up. BM Ecosystems within the renewable BM Eco system were mostly concentrating on building up 

internal relations, running internal relations and exchange of value and IC internal their BM Ecosystem. Lack of meaning, motive, 

motivation, competition was some of the explanations to why IC from one BM Ecosystem was not released to another. However when the 

question of fossil versus renewable energy BM ecosystem came up – (Cop - 2009) mentally it was possible to discover that the renewable 

BME´s mutually could melt together and exchange IC. These observations  was registed both for tangible and intangible values and 

relations. This was registered related to creating, capturing, delivering, receiving and consumption of values send through the relations 

established between the BM Ecosystems. This means it was now possible to a BM Ecosystem to “see” and “sense” which values and IC 

really had an impact and contributed to a certain BME and the BM´s inside the BME.  

The work is time consuming – as earlier mentioned - and would by preference have been much easier to do if it could have been 

digitalized – or was digitalized between and inside the BME´s . We argue that most of the information about relations to IC between 

BME´s are “sleeping” and “unused” relations, which is a major reason to why IC between BM Ecosystems are not released or not released 

before there is a need for them. As we saw in the MCH BME MCH had many relations but did not activate these before they were 

challenges to the survival of some of their BME´s. However sometimes this is too late because relations are broken, BM´s and BME´s have 

moved away or closed them self for new entrance. The relations to value and IC outside BME´s can also quit simple be found and mapped 

if customers and network partners from BM´s in different BM Ecosystems are included or overlapping more BM Ecosystems. As we 

observed in the Wind Mill BME many of the Businesses were present in more BM Ecosystems, which enabled value and IC exchange 

between BME´s via specific Businesses. As for research purpose we used some supporting tools (Amidon 2008, Alee 2011, Russels 2010) 

to map the relations, which helped us to overview the value stream and relations between BME´s . More research has however to be carried 

out here to get a better picture as some information are lacking  – especially “Seeing” and “sensing” the relations and value flow from  

outside BME.. However we observed  

that different BME´s very seldom exchange value and IC – unless they are motivated and forced to do so.  

In this case Universities and Governments can play a very central role to support and motivate for more value and IC exchange between 

different BME´s.    
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Better methods of mapping intangible relations to value, IC and hidden knowledge are however vital to get a better and more 

relational picture of a BME´s relations. Alee´s value network tool has again been helpful to use ´when mapping intangible value and 

relations inside a BME and to some extend between BME´s. Russels, Amidon´s and Hagdorns (Hagedorn 2005, Amdion 2008, Alee 

2011) relations framework and tools are helpful when mapping relations more in a social BME network context and perspective – 

especially intangible relations to knowledge zones. The 4 interrelated BME use cases each represent different BME´s seen in 

different contexts. They show  different relations approaches to “see” and “sense” relations to and between BME´s. The “Seeing” and 

“Sensing” part was only done from the specific BME view point but could have been seen from other viewpoints. The 4 BME 

casesshowed us that they had very different characteristics related to those challenges we earlier discovered to why IC is not released 

between BME´. These are comment in table 4.  

 

Cases Characteristics Quadrant 1 inside the BME Quadrant 4 outside the BME 

The REBME Multi BME  Based 

Primarily Inside 

renewable energy BME 

Based 

Many tangible and intangible relations 

internal to different BME´s inside 

renewable Energy BME Ecosystem.  

Several identified potential BME´s with 

unreleased tangible and intangible relations to 

IC.  

The DWI 

BME 

Single BME  Based 

Primarily supporting 

Inside BME  IC 

concerns 

 

Many tangible and intangible relations 

internal Wind BME. Many tangible and 

intangible relations to many 

competences inside Wind Energy BME. 

Few identified tangible and intangible 

relations to different BME´s with potential 

unreleased IC.  

The AH  

BME 

Primarily Single BME  

based 

 

Few tangible relations internal to 

different BME´s. Many tangible 

relations to the same competence in 

BME  

Very few identified tangible and intangible 

relations to different BME´s with potential 

unreleased tangible and intangible IC 

The MCH 

BME 

Primarily Single BME 

based  

 

Many tangible relations internal to 

different BME´s. Many tangible 

relations to few key competences in 

BME´s 

Few identified relations to BME´s with 

potential unreleased tangible and intangible 

IC 

 

Table 3. BME relations related to the 4 BME cases  
 

 

Fundamentals for Value and IC 

flow can be released 

RE DWI AH MCH 
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Value offered from different BM 

Ecosystem must give meaning to 

the other BM Ecosystem.  

NO Yes  Yes YES 

Relations between BM, Business 

and BM Ecossystems must be 

established 

NO Limit relations Limit relations Limit relation yet 

There are competences in one BM 

Ecosystems BM´s that are 

attractive to another BM 

Ecosystem  

NO Yes – but still limit 

interrest 

Yes – but until now  

limit interest 

Yes – but until now 

limit interest 

One BM Ecosystems wants, need 

or demand exchange of value and 

IC from  different BM Ecosystem 

NO Very limit interest Very limit interest Until know very limit 

interest but due to 

decline in BME now 

opening up 

BM Ecosystem control processes 

enables relations and are willing to 

enable relation to be established 

NO Not particularly Not particularly Until now not 

particularly but in 

change 

BM Competence are free – not 

restricted or prevent to exchange to 

other BM Ecosystem 

Yes Yes NO Yes 

BMI competences are available in 

different BM Ecosystem 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

  Table 4. Characteristics and relations to IC of different business.  

 

When one analyze the characteristics and the relations of the 4 BM Ecosystems cases individually it shows that the BME´s  are 

quiet introvert – they use relations mostly to IC internal the BME  or relation to IC of known and close BME Ecosystems. It seems 

that there is much unused potential IC to release for both “TO BE” BM and change of “AS IS” BM´s when BME´s relate and do 

more interaction with BME´s that are different.   

  

The use cases studied point overall to a need of having different BME´s focus more on “seeing” and “sensing” each other. BME´s 

have however to “learn” how to relate to different BME´s IC and then learn how to release IC strategically through tangible and 

intangible relations to different BME´s. Business that try to release tangible and intangible IC ”blindly” from different BME´s often 

miss the real IC relation opportunities and values. They will not be able to “find” IC that they are really looking for and which could 
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create sustainable business model opportunities to their BME´s. Further they might not even be able to release IC, which are vital for 

their BME´s because they do not real “see”, “sense” and understand the relations to IC and interdependencies to relations of other 

BME´s. Thereby the meaning of releasing value and IC from different BME´s get lost.   

 

7. Practical implications  
 

BME´s can in the work of mapping relations to IC in different BME´s have advantage to use different methods to map relations. 

We propose that BME´s  has to work with different methods and hereby “learn” their relations to different IC. Especially 5 areas 

seem to be important in this work: 

 

1. Use user friendly relations mapping tools for BME´s relation mapping.  

2. Use different relations mapping methods and tools  

3. Use methods and tools which can map actual and potential BM s relations - both for ”A´S IS” and ”TO BE” BM in 

different BME´s 

4.    Use BM relations methods and tools that can map value stream and relations over time  

5. Use different viewpoints related to mapping relations of BM 6. Use methods and tools that can also show the 

implementation and operation part of value stream and relations – the ”ACT - DO” phase and part of relations of 

different BME´s.  

 

   

In the process of mapping relations business in different BME´s also need in beforehand to be aware of their potential relations and 

relations that they or more precisely their BM´s are not part of – the “IN OUT”, OUT IN” and especially “OUT OUT” relations. Mapping 

these is a question of “seeing” and “sensing” out of the box. This of course demands resources and time to go deeper inside and outside the 

business and its business models. In our research we observed more times that business often begin BMI without analyzing carefully 

enough their BM´s relations, relations to IC. Hereby they miss to identify where the business BM´s real and hidden relations to IC really 

are and thereby find those relations to potential IC that can be in many case already be used in their BMI from different BME´s.  

The Business can when mapping relations to different BME´s IC face a real revelations and new self transcending knowledge about 

relation to IC.  

8. Conclusion 

BM ecosystem can be defined form very different contexts however the ecological system approach gives much inspiration to how a 

BM Ecosystem could be defined. The difference is however that ecological systems are mostly related to physical system approach 

whereas BM Ecosystem also are related to mental approach – which BME do my business belong to.   
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This paper shows different BME´s relations to IC and challenge to relate to IC in different BME´s. Hereby it is possible to “see” and 

“sense” from a specific BME viewpoint the operating BME´s business BM´s tangible and intangible relations to IC inside and outside the 

BME´s. The BME cases were firstly mapped with their relations to different BME´s by “downloading” their tangible and intangible 

relations ofBMe´s. We  map them and found  2  relations context   

 

1. “IN IN” relations - focusing on the relations of BME´s - its relations to other BME´s inside the BME. The view 

point was seen from the single BME´s side inside the BME. 

2.  “OUT OUT” relations focusing on relations to different BME´s outside the BME. The view point was seen 

from the single BME´s side outside the BME.  

 

BME´s have stronger “IN IN” relations than “OUT OUT” relations which is not surprising. However it seems as if when BME´s and 

Businesses inside BME´s begin to mentally feel pressure on survival then they begin to be more open to relations to different BME´s. 

Therefore the meaning of relating to different BME´s IC play a very important role to why BME´s relate or do not relate to different 

BME´s.  

The important barriers to release more IC between BM eco systems are meaning, control, and need. Meaning and need seems to be 

fundamental to have BME´s to relate – where control can be a serious prevention to open up relations to different BME´s. Fundamentally 

relations have to be established to release IC.  

 

Business can release more IC between BM Eco systems but there has to be a meaning. When society and governments together with 

strong BME´s continues to control and support single BME evolvement then they seems to prevent more release of IC.  

 

9. Further Research 

Mapping relations inside and outside BME´s is today very complicated and time consuming to carry out. There are today few tools that 

support BME IC relations mapping. Value network relations tools “tell” the business about value streams – both “tangible” and 

“intangible” and Social network relations tools “tell” about which Business from which BME is related to which BME. When put into the 

BME relationship axiom the value stream or potential value stream transfer between BME´s becomes visible. However the tools still only 

shows a fragmented picture of the value stream and not if really if IC transfer is really carried out and further potential value transfer.  

New methods and more research to better encompass how BME´s can release more IC and hidden knowledge is highly needed. 

Especially we believe that more digitalization of business relations inside and outside BME´s will give a better understanding about what 

relations and relations to IC in different BME´s really exists – and How to release more IC from different BME´s. The digitalization of the 

BM will also give possibilities for BMI leaders to apply and see different BMI scenarios and effects of their BMIL strategies related to 

releasing IC from different BME´s. This work we have just commenced to carry out. 
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Appendix 1 The Multi Business Model Approach 

 

The Multi Business Model Approach was proposed by Lindgren et All in 2012(Lindgren 2012) as a matter of definition that any 

business must  be considered as having more than one business models. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 2 The Multi Business Model Approach (Lindgren et all 2012)   


